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 Customers can help each other. 
Join us making the SCIA 
Forum a real success!
Register today ... 

  

 SCIA values your feedback. 
Please use this form for 
sending us your remarks, ideas 
and suggestions which help us 
improve our services.

  
  

  

 SCIA takes part in the 
"Betondag 2006" in "De 
Doelen" in Rotterdam on 16 
November 2006. You can find us
on stand nr. 23. Mr. Herman 
Oogink (SCIA) will give a 
lecture on BIM in the 'Van 
Capellen' meeting room. more 
... 

  

 SCIA participates in the 
"Industrie & Projectbouw" 
fair in Antwerp Expo on 21 
and 22 November 2006.
You can find us on stand nr. 
3512. more ... 

  

  

 Recently the following new 
software version has been 
released: 

» Allplan 2006.1_4 
 As a customer you have the 

possibility to download 
these in our protected 
download section.

  

  
 In November and December a 

lot of trainings are organised 
in our offices of Herk-de-Stad
and Arnhem with, among 
others, the following topics:

» Basis course SCIA•ESA PT
» Basis course Allplan 
» SCIA•ESA PT, Tips & Tricks

 ... 
  
 Here you find all training 

dates with a programme 
overview and you can register 
online.

  

  

 SCIA's customers are invited to 
add their job vacancies free 
of charge in our 'SCIA Jobs 
Network'. 

Please also check SCIA's Job 
Openings. Good luck!

  

  

<printable version>

Dear readers,

For the race fanatics among us we offer the possibility to cast a glance at the new plans for the infrastructure works at
the racetrack of Francorchamps (B), but also for those not interested in racing the plans are masterly examples of 
the capability of Allplan Architecture. 

Furthermore our Czech colleague, Jaroslav Navratil, has written a very interesting book on a difficult matter: 
“Prestressed Concrete Structures”. This book is available in a limited edition and can be ordered on SCIA’s
website. But before you purchase this interesting book, we invite you to take the time to go through the following
interesting reading material. Have a nice read.

» Corporate News: SCIA Releases Publications on Cutting Edge Technological Innovations
» Product News: Overall Optimal Design of Structures in SCIA•ESA PT 2007
» The Market: The German ‘Public Works Building Sector’ joins again with the European growth
» Customer's Project: F1 circuit of SPA - FRANCORCHAMPS
» Tips & Tricks: Overview drawings in circular line grids in SCIA•ESA PT

    

  

 SCIA Releases Publications on Cutting Edge Technological Innovations  

 
Know-how transfer is a key factor for the success of a tech company 
such as SCIA. 
In this eNews two publications are announced. 

The first is a book written by dr. Jaroslav Navratil, titled
"Prestressed Concrete Structures". J. Navratil is a senior 
functional engineer and manager at our Brno Office in the Czech 
Republic. He is also teaching at the University of Brno. His book 
describes the essentials of Prestressed Concrete, as well from the 
viewpoint of the structural designer as from the practical execution. 
SCIA, together with other partners, has sponsored the edition of this 
important book, available in English and Czech language.

The second publication is a white paper on structural 
optimization: "Overall Optimal Design of Structures". SCIA has
succeeded in offering an automated methodology, embedded in our
standard software, to optimize structures. Parameters, constraints
and goal function (e.g. minimum weight, maximum bearing load, …)
are defined by the users themselves.

We kindly invite you to read these publications!

 

 
  Overall Optimal Design of Structures in SCIA•ESA PT 2007  

Most CAE software products announce: “Our software helps you
to make an optimal design of your structures”. Is this achieved in
reality?

In common sense one talks about optimisation of structures, but in fact
one optimises only a few chosen structural parts. A design engineer 
searches for the minimal size of the cross-section that satisfies the 
design code, he/she tries to find the minimal number of bolts needed in a 
specific steel connection, he/she is searching for minimal required area 
of reinforcement steel in a concrete beam. All structural parts are designed optimally, yet it does not mean that the 
whole structure is optimal for instance from the point of view of cost of material, time of construction, price of labour, 
etc.

An optimal design of a structure is found when many variants are tried and compared. Everybody will 
agree, but how many times it is a real case in the construction industry?

A typical example concerns a reinforced concrete beam. At the start the dimensions of the cross-section are 
preselected, then the internal forces are calculated and the reinforcement is designed, optimally of course. Yet who
plays a little bit more with the height and width of the beam to find an optimal price of the whole beam, which is 
composed out of the price of concrete and the price of steel?

Almost everybody is able to do it with existing software tools, it is only the question of testing of number of variants,
comparing of them and finding the most suitable one. In fact, it could be realistic for small projects, but not for real 
big projects.
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Some screenshots from 
SCIA•Pipeline

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 You can find our new 

SCIA•Pipeline brochure in our 
'free download section'. 

  

  
 

  
 SCIA recommends the recently 

published book by our colleague 
dr. Jaroslav Navratil: 
'Prestressed Concrete 
Structures'.

Steel and concrete members can be designed optimally. Optimisation of steel-cross sections is common practice since
many years; the optimal design of reinforcement was made available more recently.

The simplest optimisation solver is the one that generates all possible sets of input parameters and 
calculates a goal function from all of them. Then the minimal (or maximum) goal value is found with the optimal 
set of input parameters. This operational mode is simple and reliable. If one calculates all possible variants, then one 
definitely finds the optimum. The only problem is that for systems with many parameters, the number of variants 
dramatically increases. 
This kind of “batch optimiser” is now available in SCIA•ESA PT. The user only defines limits for his parameters 
and the step of variation for the parameters. All variants are calculated and diagrams of the results are 
generated within the spreadsheet Excel.

You can read more in our white paper: "Overall optimal design of structures in SCIA•ESA PT 2007"
  

 The German ‘Public Works Building Sector’ joins again with the European growth  

 
After ten years of difficulties, the German ‘Public Works Building Sector’ has got out of a jam, as declared
by the president of the German federation of the sector. The sector wishes to become again the growth 
engine of the first economy of the euro zone.

“For the first time in a decade we see a revival, according to Hans-Peter Keitel, owner
of Hochtief, the first ‘Public Works Building’ group of the country. We are on our way to
turn from a sick child into the engine of the German economy”, he added, also recalling
that the building sector had always been one of the major forces of the country.

According to the figures from January to July, published by the federation, the amount
of orders increased by 8,4%, while the sales turnover of the actors of the sector 
increased by 2,1%. 
For the whole of the year, the branch counts on a growth of the sales turnover of 2%
after several years of retreat or stagnation, indicated Hans-Peter Keitel.

“Lately the German economy has grown spectacularly, this has not been
equalled the last five years; the Public Works Building Sector has strongly
contributed to this growth”, the Minister of Economy, Michael Glos, declared, he also
thinks that ten years of ‘dive’ in this branch will arrive to an end. The requests coming
from the new member states of the European Union also added to this boom in the
building sector, according to Michael Glos, who predicts that “that will surely be similar with Romania and Bulgaria”, of
which the adhesion to the EU is planned for 2007.

 

  
  F1 circuit of SPA - FRANCORCHAMPS  

 
This project concerns the realization of the new infrastructure works (stands, parking
places, paddocks, new chicanes…) for the F1 racetrack of SPA - FRANCORCHAMPS.

It includes:

the construction of a building with a total surface of 16.500 m ², to be divided in:
42 F1 stands of 125 m ² each;
the infrastructure for the FIA, FOM, Race Control, for the written and spoken
press, social buildings, sanitary facilities…
a paddock ‘closed club’ with a surface of 3.100 m ²;
a paddock ‘open club’ with a surface of 5.500 m ²;

the realization of grandstands to shelter about 20.000 people (all stands will be equipped with their own 
sanitary facilities);
the realization of a new straight starting line of more than 500 meters of length;
the realization of a new chicane and required safety infrastructure works;
this project is carried out in collaboration with the architect’s firm bureaux d'Architecture ACTE 1
s.a. and bag s.a. of Ph. GREISCH.

Some figures:

150.000 m ³ of ground works;
a F1 circuit in conformity with the most recent standards of the FIA and the FOM (2007);
the longest F1 circuit of the world (6.976 meters);
the total project will be about 25.000.000 €;
the work must be finished before the next ‘Grand Prix F1 of Belgium’ in September 2007.

The complete team:

The companies Wust s.a., Besix s.a. and Bodarwé s.a.
Engineering office for stability: beg s.a. (Greisch) 
Special techniques: Pierre Berger s.a. 
Architecture: Acte 1 s.a. and bag s.a.

 

 

  
  Tips & Tricks: Overview drawings in circular line grids in SCIA•ESA PT  

 
An easy tool in SCIA•ESA PT is the possibility to automatically generate overview 
drawings according to previously defined planes of the line grid.

However, while working with a circular line grid, it seems that the labels of the 
planes for which the overview drawings should be generated are not 
displayed, so it is impossible to see which plane number is needed.

This is due to the fact that, by default, the labels are displayed at the beginning of the grid lines. With circular line
grids they all coincide at the centre of the grid. This would make the drawing very complex and thus the labels are 
omitted.
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The solution is setting the labels at the end of the grid lines, instead of at the beginning. 
Opening the tab “Drawing setup” in the "line grid" manager can do this. Here the option ‘labels’ has to be set on “End”
instead of “Beginning”.

Now all labels are displayed and they can be clearly seen by the user.
  
  About this SCIA eNews  

 
» We would like to encourage you to give us your current e-mail address, if the one we used for this message,

would not be correct or if you want us to send it to another address.
» If you would like to unsubscribe from this eNews, just send us an e-mail with 'unsubscribe' as the subject 

followed by the e-mail address to be deleted.
» Please let us know if there are any topics in which you are interested. We would also like to hear any suggestions

or ideas you may have on improving this eNews. You can respond here...
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